
Innovative compliance technology is a game changer that fortifies 

critical compliance protocols and adds operational efficiencies 

and cost synergies across the enterprise. Yet the evolving 

and increasingly complex demands of the global regulatory 

environment can complicate your ability to fully capture the 

highest returns from your compliance technology investment.  

The LexisNexis® Professional Services team offers industry-tested 

compliance expertise to proactively navigate business, operations 

and data challenges and help your LexisNexis® Bridger Insight® XG 

implementation add immediate value to your organization.   

Successfully implement 
LexisNexis® Bridger Insight® XG 
by starting with a solid strategy    

LexisNexis® Professional Services for Bridger Insight® XG Service Customers  
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Support more effective and cost-efficient 
compliance 

Our Professional Services team helps start 
your Bridger Insight XG implementation with 
a solid strategy that reflects key stakeholder 
expectations and respects specific requirements 
unique to your core business operations.   

Count on our extensive team of technology 
experts to clearly define and help execute an 
implementation that enables your business to: 

  Maximize return on your  
Bridger Insight XG investment

  Minimize unexpected project scope 
changes and unplanned costs

  Assess potential project roadblocks 
from a multi-dimensional perspective

  Mitigate delays related to data quality 

  Improve consistency across critical 
compliance workflows

  Strengthen compliance and anti-bribery 
and corruption protocols   

Optimize implementation outcomes   
Operational changes are never easy—even 
when they positively impact the enterprise. 
Our Training and Configuration Service is 
designed to minimize the disruptions to day-to-
day operations and support a more seamless 
implementation of Bridger Insight XG. We 
can help anticipate and plan for business, 
technology and operations impacts and design 
an integrated implementation plan tailored to 
your business needs. Our experienced team 
provides recommendations that reflect industry 

best practices along with upfront, comprehensive 
training to facilitate a smoother transition to the 
Bridger Insight XG environment that results in a 
more effective compliance program, right from the 
start. 

Eliminate integration issues  
Identifying and proactively planning for the 
interaction between Bridger Insight XG and your 
internal technology tools is an essential first 
step for a seamless integration. Our Professional 
Services experts help clearly scope and plan 
an implementation and integration strategy 
that accounts for existing technology resources 
and evolving compliance requirements. Save 
time and resources with our API Web Service 
Integration that provides a custom development 
plan and unique code that fits your specific needs, 
eliminates the need for complex data manipulation 
and supports a fully integrated integration.     

Realize more relevant results 
Confidently Know Your Customer and meet core 
compliance objectives with an effective matching 
configuration strategy that accounts for today’s 
threats and supports the flexibility to quickly 
adjust to a shifting global risk landscape. Our 
Tuning Methodology Development and Tuning 
Analytics Services enable your business to 
navigate complex configurations and minimize 
the operations delays caused by false positives and 
surplus match results. Rely on our experienced IT 
professionals and proven compliance expertise to 
provide the insight and evidence to feel confident 
about your Bridger Insight XG configurations and 
take full advantage of the innovative matching 
capabilities delivered by the Bridger Insight XG 
solution.  
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Proactively navigate business, 
operations and data challenges to help 
your LexisNexis® Bridger Insight® XG 
investment add immediate value
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Achieve greater consistency across key 
compliance workflows
Consistency and transparency are essential 
elements of an effective and efficient compliance 
workflow. A uniform approach enables your 
team to quickly assess compliance risk and make 
informed decisions. Increased transparency 
across compliance workflows also helps facilitate 
and simplify regulatory audit requirements. Our 
team offers a wealth of compliance expertise 
through our Tuning Documentation and Alert 
Remediation Procedure Documentation 
Services that enable your business to increase 
visibility across core compliance activities with 
clear and reliable procedural documentation that 
helps streamline audits.   

Capture the agility to adjust to  
ever-changing compliance expectations
Change is the biggest constant in today’s complex 
global compliance climate. A successful Bridger 
Insight XG implementation is a critical first step to 
achieving an effective compliance strategy that’s 
flexible enough to support changing business 
demands. Our Premier Support Services team 
enables your business to easily navigate continual 

global compliance challenges to help you achieve 
the highest returns on your compliance technology 
investment. Our knowledgeable team helps you 
keep pace with escalating compliance expectations 
and requirements by simplifying ongoing project 
management, application updates, enhancement 
requests, status reports and general application 
support. Our team is here to help your business 
fully leverage the capabilities Bridger Insight XG 
delivers within your compliance program and 
across the enterprise.     

Improve results and investment returns 
Ideal implementation and integration outcomes 
begin with a strategy that fully considers the 
business, technology and operations impacts 
of your Bridger Insight XG investment. Our 
Professional Services team draws upon deep 
compliance and technology expertise to help 
your business navigate the operations and data 
challenges inherent to compliance technology. 
We help you anticipate and proactively alleviate 
technology and process roadblocks to minimize 
implementation delays and unexpected costs. 
Improve results and maximize return on 
investment by starting your integration strategy 
with LexisNexis® Professional Services. 



About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and advanced analytics to provide insights that help businesses and governmental 
entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. We provide data and technology solutions for a wide 
range of industries including insurance, financial services, healthcare and government. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we 
have offices throughout the world and are part of RELX Group (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information and analytics for 
professional and business customers across industries. RELX is a FTSE 100 company and is based in London. For more information, please 
visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com, and www.relx.com.
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records and commercially available data sources used in reports may contain errors.
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Contact us to learn more              
https://risk.lexisnexis.com/products/lexisnexis-professional-services


